


follows:

1) A framework (MPA) is proposed for detecting PCB
tampering attacks such as mod-chips, jumper wires, and
disabled traces. The hardware implementation of MPA
incurs reasonably low overhead to the original design.

2) A comprehensive flow for constructing a temperature-
dependent model is provided. This model is exploited to
compensate for the side effects induced by the temperature
fluctuations and improve the detection accuracy.

3) Test PCBs are fabricated and a platform is constructed
to validate MPA. The results indicate a high detection
accuracy (> 99.7%) under various temperature conditions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
enrollment and detection flows of our framework are described
in Section III. In Section II, existing solutions and their
limitations are discussed. Section IV provides the schematics of
the hardware implementation. Finally, the detection accuracies
of MPA are evaluated and concluded in Sections V and VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Physical countermeasures have been seen for either detecting
or preventing board-level tampering. PCBs can be protected
in a hard steel case with opening switches installed. These
switches will be activated to suspend the system if the case
is opened. Temperature/vibration sensors are used to monitor
abnormal tampering activities and abrupt movements. Active
tamper mesh is also employed which continuously sends and
receives a random sequence of data along the PCB traces
and monitors any interruptions or short circuit along the path.
Texas instruments (TI) released an application report which
provides a system-level tamper protection framework [17]. This
framework involves identifying security assets in the system
and defining a trust line boundary around it, and any attempt
to cross the trust line.

Besides the above physical countermeasures, a path-
resistance based protection method has been proposed in [1].
In this method, the physical tampering detection and protec-
tion circuit are implemented. This circuit consists of a high-
resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to measure the
resistance of the critical paths. To achieve this measurement, a
constant current source is required to connect with these critical
paths as the reference.

Though significant works have been devoted to addressing
the tampering issues, the solutions above are limited by their
drawbacks in certain applications. The temperature/vibration
sensor based protection scheme will be compromised if these
sensors are removed. The vibration sensors are not suitable for
the applications with expected movements since these sensors
are likely to raise false alerts. Additionally, the systems, which
are protected by opening switches, should be handled carefully
to avoid the switch activation. The PCB tamper mesh for active

Fig. 2. Mod-chip installation on a Xbox 360 videogame console [13].

tamper monitoring is typically an expensive measure at system-
level. Such limitations make these solutions inappropriate for
consumer electronics such as cell phones and video game
consoles. Moreover, involving the current source and ADC
requires custom analog modifications or is not even applicable.
In the next section, MPA is introduced with detailed design
modification.

III. METHODOLOGY

MPA detects tampering by measuring the frequencies of
board-level ROs. Additional impedance which is introduced
by the tampering, may decrease the oscillation frequencies
of ROs. In order to catch these differences, a detector is
engaged in MPA. This detector can be implemented in either
the FPGA, CPLD, or system-on-chip (SoC). In this paper, we
will refer to the SoC as the carrier of the detector. The hardware
implementation of the detector can be found in Section IV-B.

In MPA, the detector uses two types of ROs: reference
RO and detection RO. Reference RO provides the reference
for the current in-chip temperature condition. The reference
is used to compute an RO frequency threshold referred to
as the genuine frequency (i.e., expected frequency from the
non-tampered PCB). The detection RO covers the board-level
critical paths and monitors the impendence changes on these
paths. By comparing this frequency of the PCB under test
with an enrolled threshold, a tampering determination can
be made. In this section, the enrollment and detection flows
are introduced. The enrollment process generates the model
based on the RO frequencies. This model will be exploited for
monitoring tampering during the detection process.

A. Model Enrollment

Both the detection and reference ROs consist of multiple
CMOS inverters, which are sensitive to temperature variations.
The detection ROs also consist of PCB traces which are
less impacted by temperature. Since the RO frequency is
utilized as an indicator of the tampering attack, it is expected
that the tampering is the dominant factor, which changes the
frequency of ROs. Unfortunately, the effect of temperature on
the detection ROs is not negligible. The experimental proof
and discussions are provided in Section V.

During the detection, the non-tampering frequency (i.e.,
genuine frequency) of each detection RO is the criteria to be
compared with. Due to the non-negligible temperature effects,
the genuine frequencies for different temperatures need to be
adjusted. To achieve this adjustment, a model can be com-
puted from the measurements collected at multiple temperature
points. To avoid enrolling all the possible temperatures, it
is crucial to build a temperature-dependent module which
estimates the genuine frequency under current temperature. A
general expression of this model is described as below:

fdet = G(fref ) (1)

where, fdet refers to the frequency of each detection RO and
fref refers to the frequency of reference RO. fdet represents
the genuine frequency. The frequency measurement fref can
be considered as the temperature reference. Thus, each fre-
quency pair, (fdet, fref ), indicates the relationship between the
genuine frequency with certain temperature condition. A third-
order polynomial G(x) is utilized to model this relationship.
This polynomial has four parameters, p3...0, as shown in the
following equation.

G(x) = p3x
3 + p2x

2 + p1x
1 + p0 (2)



To calculate these parameters, the reference and detection
RO frequencies are measured under three temperature condi-
tions. For each temperature condition, both the detection and
reference ROs are evaluated ten times. These measurements are
collected by a dedicated firmware which is downloaded into
the detector by the designer. The enrollment data are utilized to
compute the model, G(x), by applying the polynomial fitting.
An experimental example of this model construction process
can be found in Section V-C.

Besides the model parameters, three standard deviations are
computed from the genuine frequencies under enrollment tem-
peratures. The model (G(x)) and the largest standard deviation
(σmax) are stored. Finally, the enrollment firmware is replaced
by an detection firmware, which holds these parameters. This
firmware is designed to detect and respond to tampering. For
security considerations, the programming capability of the SoC
may need to be disabled from updates by anyone but the
designer.

B. Detection
During in-field startup, the system enters the testing mode

(see Section IV-A). Based on the enrolled model, standard
deviation, and reference RO frequency, the lower and upper
boundaries (blo and bup) can be formulated as

blo = G(fref )− 3× σmax; bup = G(fref ) + 3× σmax (3)

In Equation (3), ±3 × σ indicates the offset for tolerating
the frequency fluctuations of the same RO. These fluctuations
are due to the physical process variations of the SoC. Due
to process variations, the same detection RO may produce
different frequencies even though the temperature condition
is the same. This offset aims to capture the process variations
and reduce the errors.

When tampering induces additional impedance to the traces
(e.g., mod-chips or jumpers added), the frequency of detection
RO should decrease. Thus, when any tampering attack occurs,
the frequency of the detection RO should be located outside
the range between blo and bup. By comparing the detection
RO frequency with these two boundaries, the detector can
determine whether the system is being tampered or not. When
traces are opened (disabled) on the PCB, the RO frequency
can increase, which our framework could also detect. An
experimental example of this comparison can be found in
Section V-C. When the tampering attack is identified, the
detector suspends the system from the normal operation by
either blocking the signals (E-mode detector) or sending out
the wrong signals (S-mode detector). The latter is achieved
using a permutation/obfuscation approach.

IV. MPA HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the hardware implementation of MPA is
discussed. The design modification scenarios are provided in
Section IV-A. As mentioned in the previous section, a detector
is embedded into the original design to apply MPA. The design
of the detector and its modules are introduced in Section IV-B.

A. Design Modification
A chip set and the critical connections are shown in Figure

3(a), Chip 1 and Chip 2 indicate two active components on the
PCB. The original design refers to the system with no MPA
incorporated. In this figure, the labels t1 and t2 refer to the
groups of ports from chip 1 and chip 2. The critical connections
between ports are the ones which should be protected from
tampering. A practical example can be found in Figure 2, where
DSP and BIOS can be these two chips.

Fig. 3. High-level implementation diagram and operation modes. (a) Critical
connections in the original design. (b) The embedded mode detector scenario.
(c) the standalone mode detector scenario. (d) Two detector operating modes.

In order to implement MPA, the detector is involved in the
original design to protect these critical connections. Consid-
ering different application scenarios, the protected system can
be built as one of the following modes: embedded mode (E
mode) in Figure 3(b) and standalone mode (S mode) in Figure
3(c). For the embedded mode, the functionalities of chip 2 are
merged into the detector. Multiple dummy traces (labeled d1 in
Figure 3(b)), are placed to connect the pads of chip 1 with the
detector. These connections of the pads are shown in a zoomed
view. The standalone mode addresses the situation when the
functionalities of chip 2 cannot be combined with the detector.
In this mode, a standalone detector is established in between
of these two original chips (i.e., Figure 3(c)). Since the critical
connections are split into two parts, two groups of dummy
traces (labeled d1 and d2) are implemented respectively. Note
that the two chip examples are used for simplicity only and the
proposed detector can be applied to monitor traces of multiple
chips at once.

In order to apply MPA, chip 1 and chip 2 should be compat-
ible with the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) IEEE Std 1149.1
(boundary scan) instructions. The JTAG standard supports
the following instruction: EXTEST, PRELOAD, SAMPLE,
HIGHZ, etc. The JTAG standard is widely utilized to test
electrical connections of the ICs and has been implemented
by many manufacturers, such as Actel, Microsemi, and Altera
in their products. By configuring the JTAG infrastructures of
chip 1 and chip 2, the detector can operate in two modes
(Figure 3(d)): testing mode and normal mode. In testing
mode, the JTAG infrastructure is configured into HIGHZ mode,
which sets all pin outputs into the high-impendence state. Thus,
internal logics of these chips are isolated from port groups t1
and t2. The dummy traces link these ports and critical traces
into a ring through the inverter bank (more details in Section
IV-B3). Thus, a group of ROs which cover these critical traces
are constructed. The frequencies of these ROs are exploited
as tampering indicators. During the normal mode, the detector
disconnects the dummy traces and the inverter bank, and the
JTAG infrastructure is deactivated. In this mode, the normal
operation of the system can proceed. The detailed design of
the detector will be elaborated upon in the following section.

B. Detector Design

The schematics of the E-mode and the S-mode detectors
are provided in Figure 4. The E-mode detector in Figure
4(a) consists of two groups of ports: t1 and d1. The S-mode
detector in Figure 4(b) contains four groups of ports: t1, t2,
d1, and d2. t1 and t2 are connected to the ports of chip 1 and



chip 2 with the same labels. d1 and d2 are the ports connected
with the dummy traces.

The S-mode and E-mode detectors have three modules in
common: the counter, controller, and inverter bank module.
Besides these common modules, the logic module in the E-
mode detector refers to the functions which are inherited
from the merged chip (Chip 2 in Figure 3). The permutation
network module in the S-mode detector indicates a key-control
network which permutes the connections between t1 and t2.
The functions of permutation network and three common
modules are introduced below.

1) Permutation network module: The permutation network
module is only implemented in S-mode detector. This module
connects the input group t1 to the output group t2 as shown
in Figure 3(b). This permutation network takes multiple input
signals and routes them to the outputs in a specified order.
This input-to-output order is controlled by a key. Since in the
S mode, the detector behaves as a transceiver which receives
the signals from chip 1 and transmits them to chip 2. Thus,
only the correct input-to-output order (i.e., the correct key) can
drive the board to operate properly.

For the S-mode detector, the permutation network mod-
ule performs the function of tampering response. When the
tampering is detected, this module receives a wrong key and
mismatches the inputs in group t1 and outputs in group t2. In
this case, chip 2 accepts the misguided signals and the correct
system function is disabled. Additionally, since the permutation
network is an essential component of the obfuscation-based
PCB anti-reverse engineering framework [9], introducing it
provides anti-reverse engineering capability to MPA. As proved
in [9] it will be extremely complicated for the attacker to guess
the correct key.

2) Counter module: This module is connected to the in-
verter bank module and exploited to measure their associated
RO frequencies during the testing mode. Both the E-mode and
S-mode detectors share the same counter design. The controller
module specifies the time instants when the counter starts and
completes counting. The counter module sends the counting
outcomes to the controller module for further analysis. In MPA,
the reference RO operates as an indicator for providing the
temperature effect adjustment of the detection RO. Since the
reference and detection ROs share the same counter module,
the temperature effect on the counter module is self-adjusted.

3) Inverter bank module: The schematic of the inverter
bank module is presented in Figure 5. This module achieves
two ring oscillator (RO) configurations: reference RO and
detection RO. To select from different RO configurations, the
MUX controller sets different selection signals for the two
multiplexers (i.e., n-to-1 and 2-to-1 MUX) and two demulti-
plexers (i.e., 1-to-n and 1-to-2 DEMUX). This MUX controller
receives the control signals from the controller module and

Fig. 4. The detector designs: (a) embedded mode and (b) standalone mode

Fig. 5. The schematic of the inverter bank model. The connections to the
counter model, controller model, and from d1 are the same for E-mode and
S-mode detectors. The inputs of the n-to-1 MUX are different for different
detector modes.

delivers the configurations to different MUXes/DEMUXes.
These MUXes/DEMUXes compose the inverter chain into
either reference or detection ROs.

The reference RO is formed by joining the two ends of the
inverter chain together. This structure is shown as the red path
in Figure 5. For the construction of a single detection RO, the
inverter bank module receives a group of inputs from either the
controller module (E-mode detector) or d2 (S-mode detector).
The n-to-1 MUX selects one of these inputs and assigns it to
one of the inputs of the 2-to-1 MUX. Next, the 2-to-1 MUX
routes the output of the n-to-1 MUX to the input of the inverter
chain. The output of the inverter chain is linked to the input of
the 1-to-n DEMUX by the 1-to-2 DEMUX. Finally, the input
of the 1-to-n DEMUX is transmitted to one of the traces among
the output group d1. The path of the detection RO is presented
as the black lines in Figure 5. The controller module selects
one detection RO at one time for the frequency measurement
among all the detection ROs. This selection can be achieved
by setting both the n-to-1 MUX and 1-to-n DEMUX.

Additionally, the 2-to-1 MUX has an enable function. When
the enable signal is asserted, this multiplexer behaves as a
normal 2-to-1 MUX. Otherwise, this multiplexer is disabled,
and the output is not connected with any logic (i.e., floating
or blocked). In this case, the inverter chain is not isolated, and
the inverter bank module is open. Thus, for both the E-mode
and S-mode detectors, this enable signal is asserted during the
testing mode and de-asserted during the normal mode as shown
in Figure 3(d).

4) Controller module: This module acts as a central con-
troller and processor of the detector. It provides the control
signals and receives/sends data from/to other modules. The
connections of the controller module and other modules can
be found in Figure 4. This controller module performs several
different functions. Some of them are applied to the controller
module in both E-mode and S-mode detectors. These functions
are labeled as {S & E mode}. Other functions, which can be
applied only in either E-mode or S-mode detectors, are labeled
as {E mode only} and {S mode only}. The functions of the
controller module are summarized in the following list:

• {S & E mode} Send the MUX configuration signal to the
inverter bank module. This signal activates the testing mode
and selects the RO under measurement from the reference
RO and n detection ROs.

• {S & E mode} Send the counter control signal to the counter
module. This signal sets the starting time instant and the
counting duration.

• {S & E mode} Collect the output of the counter module and
compute the RO frequency. This frequency is exploited as
tampering detection indicator.

• {S mode only} Send the correct key to the permutation
network when no tampering is detected. Otherwise, a wrong
key will be sent and the normal system functions will not






